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  The Crete2Cape  Vintage Air Rally  
36 days    The Rally relives the pioneering age of African aviation, taking us back to the 1920s. As well as the ten vintage (built before the end of 1949) we will have light aeroplanes and helicopters taking part in this endeavour. Having completed the route eightand with our unequalled local connections, we are able to offer this incredible experiencean enjoyable and safe way. That isthere will not be moments of doubt or difficulty. Indeed, whilst we will strive to visit (and spend time at) the locations on the planned itinerary, there is no guarantee that it will be achievable.  Everything is planned for day VFRtime when the weather will generally be clear skies and glorious sunshine (temperatures around 25-35C). By flying in very loose formation (up to 50nm between Lead and Charlie) we enhance both the safety and enjoyment factor – both key elements private aviation. We start in Crete and the total distance is approximately 6000nm. After arrival in South Africa, you can either ship your machine back – or we can help you fly back north by the same or a different route.   Code of the trip 
 C2C    Fly with us, you will not be disappointed.  
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The Rally relives the pioneering age of African aviation, taking us back to the 1920s. As well as the ten vintage (built before the end of 1949) we will have light aeroplanes and helicopters taking part in this endeavour. 

eight times now, and with our unequalled local connections, we le to offer this incredible experience in an enjoyable and safe way. That is not to say there will not be moments of doubt or ifficulty. Indeed, whilst we will strive to visit (and spend time at) the locations on the planned itinerary, there is no guarantee that it 

Everything is planned for day VFR-flying at a time when the weather will generally be clear skies and glorious sunshine (temperatures 35C). By flying in very loose formation (up to 50nm between Lead and Charlie) we enhance both the safety and both key elements to We start in Crete and the stance is approximately 6000nm. 
After arrival in South Africa, you can either or we can help you fly back north by the same or a different 

Fly with us, you will not be disappointed.  
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 Approximate route    
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  Itinerary 
 12 Nov  Arrival in Sitia – The preparations
 We will meet this afternoon in Sitia (LGST)Africa the next morning.   13 Nov  Sitia to Mersa Matruh – 
 Today we make an early start and make an initialon the beach contemplating the next few weeks... 14 Nov  Mersa Matruh to Cairo –
 Travelling to the capital (246nm), with the chance of seeing the pyramids from the air. That evening, we have planned a cocktail party.   15 Nov  Cairo to El Gouna – Air show!
  We leave the Nile and head toward the Red Sea. 16 Nov  El Gouna to Luxor - To the Valley of the Kings 
 We’ll do as they did almost 80 years ago black tie gala dinner.  17 Nov Luxor – Rest day  No flying today, our first day off! 18 Nov  Luxor to Abu Simbel (via Aswan)
 A short flight (107nm), continuing southbound along the meandering Nile river sharp eye out for the monuments along the way.into Egypt, and deeper into history 19 Nov Abu Simbel - Rest day 
 History and culture in almost limitless quantitiesto visit the renowned temples of Ramses II and Nefertiti.  20 Nov Abu Simbel to Merowe (via Dongola) 
 We depart Abu Simbel and fly into the unknown (294nm). reputation, not entirely undeserved, bcountry.   21 Nov Merowe to Khartoum – 
 We depart Merowe for Khartoum this crazy airfield full of UN aircraft and little else (unfortunately it will be soon replaced by a brand new airport).  The second black tie dinner of the Rally will end the day. 22 Nov  Khartoum – Rest day  
  No flying today. So relax!   
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The preparations 
meet this afternoon in Sitia (LGST). We will give full briefings before our departure to   You may have pre-positioned your aircraft here some weeks before.

 To the southern shores of the Mediterranean Sea
Today we make an early start and make an initial flight to Egypt (250nm). Supper in a hotel on the beach contemplating the next few weeks... 

– Ancient civilisations 
Travelling to the capital (246nm), with the chance of seeing the pyramids That evening, we have planned a cocktail party.   

Air show! 
We leave the Nile and head toward the Red Sea. 

To the Valley of the Kings  
We’ll do as they did almost 80 years ago – visit the historic marvels and finish the day with a 

No flying today, our first day off! 
(via Aswan) – Flying over magnificent temples 

A short flight (107nm), continuing southbound along the meandering Nile river the monuments along the way. After a short stop in Aswan we go into Egypt, and deeper into history (117nm). 

History and culture in almost limitless quantities in Egypt. Here we will havto visit the renowned temples of Ramses II and Nefertiti.  
Abu Simbel to Merowe (via Dongola) – The other pyramids 
We depart Abu Simbel and fly into the unknown (294nm). Sudan has a certain entirely undeserved, but this is a chance to see the 

 Into the “Wild West” 
Merowe for Khartoum (175nm) the somewhat infamous capital.  this crazy airfield full of UN aircraft and little else (unfortunately it will be soon replaced by a The second black tie dinner of the Rally will end the day.

today. So relax!  We’ll see the point where the White and Blue Nile rivers meet.
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. We will give full briefings before our departure to positioned your aircraft here some weeks before. 
Sea 

flight to Egypt (250nm). Supper in a hotel 

Travelling to the capital (246nm), with the chance of seeing the pyramids and the Sphinx 

ic marvels and finish the day with a 

A short flight (107nm), continuing southbound along the meandering Nile river – keep a After a short stop in Aswan we go deeper 

Here we will have the opportunity 

Sudan has a certain          positive side of the              

the somewhat infamous capital.  We will land in this crazy airfield full of UN aircraft and little else (unfortunately it will be soon replaced by a The second black tie dinner of the Rally will end the day. 

We’ll see the point where the White and Blue Nile rivers meet. 
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 23 Nov  Khartoum to Gambella (via Ad Damazin) 
 From the desert of Sudan to the highlands of Ethiopia planes will be struggling enough already. 24 Nov  Gambella to Lokichogio 
  Onward and upward, the high plains of Kenya beckon (234nm) 25 Nov  Lokichogio to Segera Retreat
 We spend the next two nights on a private farm near African farmer’s life in this often troubled but beautiful country. 26 Nov  Segera Retreat – Down time on a real Kenyan farm 
 A real treat, the cool of the high Kenyan savannah bringing relief from the heat and dust of the previous few days. energy, you are welcome to gonew.  27 Nov  Segera Retreat to Wilson
  Airshow!  28 Nov  Nairobi – Home of African aviation (tech stop for the aircraft)
 We will be throwing a bigWe will stay in the club itself and marvel at the histois also a perfect opportunity to hand your machine over to our aeromechanicstheir magic on anything you might be co 29 Nov Nairobi to Ndutu (via Kilimanjaro
 Now we are heading deep into southern Africafly through Kili for paperwork (past Mt. Kilimanjaro the Ngorongoro crater and into a dirt strip game drive to our tented camp where we’ll dress properly for dinner, under the stars! 30 Nov  Serengeti – Game drives and spectacular s
 Imagine yourself as Livingstone, sitting in front of your luxurious safari tent, watching the migration take place just a few hundred metres before you. A constant, neverof wildebeest, zebra with the occasional lion 1 Nov  Serengeti to Zanzibar (via Arusha) 
 We leave the park and the Big Five and fly via Arusha for fuel(331nm). No visit to this part of the world would be noise, colours and taste awaits us in Stone Town and on the beach. 2 Nov  Zanzibar – Free day 
  Enjoy this free day on the beach or have a walk through Stone Town.  
  3 Dec  Zanzibar to  Songwe (via Iringa) 
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to Gambella (via Ad Damazin) – Arriving in Ethiopia 
From the desert of Sudan to the highlands of Ethiopia (470nm) – not too high though, the planes will be struggling enough already. 

 
the high plains of Kenya beckon (234nm) 
Retreat (via Eldoret) – Into Kenya, real Kenya 

We spend the next two nights on a private farm near Nakuru (292nm). farmer’s life in this often troubled but beautiful country. 
Down time on a real Kenyan farm  

A real treat, the cool of the high Kenyan savannah bringing relief from the heat and dust of the previous few days. A chance to recharge batteries and just relax. For those with the energy, you are welcome to go out and see how these huge farms function 

Segera Retreat to Wilson 

Home of African aviation (tech stop for the aircraft) 
will be throwing a big party at the home of African aviation, the Aero Club of East AfricaWe will stay in the club itself and marvel at the history of the building and its occupants!is also a perfect opportunity to hand your machine over to our aeromechanicstheir magic on anything you might be concerned about. 

Kilimanjaro and Arusha) – The fabled Serengeti Reserve 
Now we are heading deep into southern Africa (255nm). We leave Kenya at Wilson Airport,fly through Kili for paperwork (past Mt. Kilimanjaro – 5895m) and Arusha for Avgas, overhead and into a dirt strip deep in the Serengeti. That evening game drive to our tented camp where we’ll dress properly for dinner, under the stars!

Game drives and spectacular scenery 
Imagine yourself as Livingstone, sitting in front of your luxurious safari tent, watching the migration take place just a few hundred metres before you. A constant, neverof wildebeest, zebra with the occasional lion. Simply magic. 

(via Arusha) – The famous spice city in the Indian Ocean
ark and the Big Five and fly via Arusha for fuel to the fabled island of No visit to this part of the world would be a big miss. A sensoryawaits us in Stone Town and on the beach. 

Enjoy this free day on the beach or have a walk through Stone Town. 

Zanzibar to  Songwe (via Iringa) – To the Zambian boarders 
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not too high though, the 

 A glimpse of a white 

A real treat, the cool of the high Kenyan savannah bringing relief from the heat and dust of batteries and just relax. For those with the out and see how these huge farms function – mixing old and 

Aero Club of East Africa.  ry of the building and its occupants!  This is also a perfect opportunity to hand your machine over to our aeromechanics who will work 

The fabled Serengeti Reserve  
We leave Kenya at Wilson Airport, Arusha for Avgas, overhead in the Serengeti. That evening we’ll take a game drive to our tented camp where we’ll dress properly for dinner, under the stars! 

Imagine yourself as Livingstone, sitting in front of your luxurious safari tent, watching the migration take place just a few hundred metres before you. A constant, never-ending carpet 

The famous spice city in the Indian Ocean 
the fabled island of Zanzibar sensory overload of scent, 
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Heading inland, to the city of Songwe for a night stop.
 4 Dec  Songwe to Shiwa Ngandu (via Kasama) 
 Two flights today (149 And 69nm), arriving at the fabled Africa House. Too much history to tell it all here... 
 5 Dec Shiwa Ngandu - Free day
  A chance to see the park and hear the legends and stories of this incredible place.
 6 Dec Shiwa Ngandu to Ndola 
 A liaison flight (211nm) have an engine failure. 
 7 Dec  Ndola to Livingstone (via Lusaka) 
 Two flights today, of 146this place – and not all of them left.
 8 Dec Livingstone - Free day 
 Definitely the Falls, but perhaps also a bungee jump?  Indeed, your options are limitless (and include simply watching the Zambezi float swiftly past
 9 Dec Livingstone to Bulawayo 
 Into the bread basket (as was) of Africa on our Bulawayo Classic Car club on the apron 
 10 Dec Bulawayo - Free day 
 Steeped in history, with the Matobo 
 11 Dec Bulawayo to Gaborone (via Francistown)A 2 legs flight of 315nm takes 
 12 Dec Gaborone – Free day – Meeting the President
 The president will greet us personally!  13 Dec Gaborone to Baragwanath
 Today we will land in theplanes) after an amazing flight (163nm) over the Pilanesberg crater and its fantastic fauna. 14 Dec Baragwanath - Bloemfontein
   15 Dec Bloemfontein – Gariep Dam
 After a good breakfast, we will set course to(182nm) before continuing towards Gariep Dam (97nm) where we will spend the night.
   16 Dec Gariep Dam - Plettenberg Bay
 After a 239nm flight we will finally reach
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city of Songwe for a night stop. (389nm) 
Songwe to Shiwa Ngandu (via Kasama) – A unique Zambian destination
Two flights today (149 And 69nm), arriving at the fabled Africa House. Too much history to 

Free day 
A chance to see the park and hear the legends and stories of this incredible place.
Shiwa Ngandu to Ndola – To the “capital” of the Copper Belt 

 over uninhabited marsh – and the Congo!  This is not the time to 

Ndola to Livingstone (via Lusaka) - Overflying the Victoria Falls   
146nm and 203nm. Almost every African explorer of renown passed by and not all of them left. 

Definitely the Falls, but perhaps also a bungee jump?  Indeed, your options are limitless (and include simply watching the Zambezi float swiftly past whilst cradling a cocktail
Livingstone to Bulawayo – Meeting the vintage cars 

the bread basket (as was) of Africa on our 207nm leg.  No doubt we’ll be met by the Bulawayo Classic Car club on the apron – time to swap rides? 

Steeped in history, with the Matobo National Park just an hour away. 
(via Francistown)  takes us to the Capital of Botswana. 
Meeting the President 

The president will greet us personally! 
Gaborone to Baragwanath (via Lanseria) – Aviation heritage 
Today we will land in the famous Baragwanath airfield (many vintage aircraft pilots and their after an amazing flight (163nm) over the Pilanesberg crater and its fantastic fauna.

Bloemfontein 

Gariep Dam – Along the Orange River 
After a good breakfast, we will set course to the Judicial Capital of the country for a tech stop (182nm) before continuing towards Gariep Dam (97nm) where we will spend the night.

Plettenberg Bay – Reaching the South African oceanfront 
After a 239nm flight we will finally reach the southern shores of Africa… A
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A unique Zambian destination 
Two flights today (149 And 69nm), arriving at the fabled Africa House. Too much history to 

A chance to see the park and hear the legends and stories of this incredible place. 

This is not the time to 

Almost every African explorer of renown passed by 

Definitely the Falls, but perhaps also a bungee jump?  Indeed, your options are limitless (and whilst cradling a cocktail). 

leg.  No doubt we’ll be met by the 

ntage aircraft pilots and their after an amazing flight (163nm) over the Pilanesberg crater and its fantastic fauna. 

of the country for a tech stop (182nm) before continuing towards Gariep Dam (97nm) where we will spend the night. 

 
the southern shores of Africa… Almost there! 
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 17 Dec Plettenberg Bay to Stellenbosch Our flight takes us into stunning Stellenbosch the Table Mountain. Friends and fa
 18 Dec Cape Town Relaxed morning to reflect on your achievement and we start organizing    Standard Operating Procedures
  Daily 
 Early starts will be the order of the dato 5 hours of flying by mid afternoon. minimise this, it is unavoidable.  occurs, this is also part of the experience and is usually out of our control. Accommodation will vary. We will be staying in relatively basic accabsolutely beautiful hotels.  We will mostly be landing at main airports, with both JET will have been brought in by truck especially for us). fuel availability, there may be circumstances outside of our control, which mean fuel noimmediately available. We will find a solution, but it may take a little time and involve an increased fuel cost.  Emergencies 
 We will travel as (similar speed) aircraft buddy pairs, maintaining radio conttimes. The buddy will be first call responsible normally, depart first each time.  In the case of a forced landing, they wpassing all information to local SAR by airborne means. Assuming a successful landing, communications can be established by a Tripfixx supplied by us at no charge), aircraft systems or handheld VHF (also an obligatory item). Extra Passengers 
 We need to carry members of the Prepare2go team (perhaps 4To achieve this, we reserve the right to place a passenger in your aircraft.  Dependant on your aircraft limits, this could result in your personal luggage travelling in another aircraft (to free up a seat) or taking luggage for another aircramake the trip go as smoothly and safely as possible, so this should not bMost of the prepare2go team are experienced Please advise if you are not happy to help in this regard  
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Plettenberg Bay to Stellenbosch - South Africa, wine country into stunning Stellenbosch (229nm). The Rally ends with a Gala Ball under Table Mountain. Friends and family have come out to celebrate. The party will last long!

Relaxed morning to reflect on your achievement and we start organizing 

Standard Operating Procedures 

Early starts will be the order of the day (0700 breakfast) as we aim to have completed the average 4 rs of flying by mid afternoon. There will be time spent ‘waiting’ at airports;   We may also have delays with permits or other bureaucracy occurs, this is also part of the experience and is usually out of our control. 
We will be staying in relatively basic accommodation, as well as some 

We will mostly be landing at main airports, with both JET A1 and 100LL available (in some n by truck especially for us). Whilst we will make our best efforts to enfuel availability, there may be circumstances outside of our control, which mean fuel noWe will find a solution, but it may take a little time and involve an increased 

speed) aircraft buddy pairs, maintaining radio contact (VHF 123.47) at all The buddy will be first call responsible for problem noting and solving. The fastest aircraft will,  
, they will note location and remain above as long as fuel permits passing all information to local SAR by airborne means. Assuming a successful landing, communications can be established by a Tripfixx satellite messenger (obligatory in every aircraft, lied by us at no charge), aircraft systems or handheld VHF (also an obligatory item).

f the Prepare2go team (perhaps 4 additional pax across all theTo achieve this, we reserve the right to place a passenger in your aircraft.  Dependant on your aircraft limits, this could result in your personal luggage travelling in another aircraft (to free up a seat) or taking luggage for another aircraft so that they can carry a passenger.make the trip go as smoothly and safely as possible, so this should not be seen in a negative light.  of the prepare2go team are experienced pilots, have some good stories and don’t smell.
e if you are not happy to help in this regard and we can explain exactly how it works.
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The Rally ends with a Gala Ball under The party will last long! 

Relaxed morning to reflect on your achievement and we start organizing the return home. 

to have completed the average 4 e spent ‘waiting’ at airports; whilst we try to We may also have delays with permits or other bureaucracy – if it 

ommodation, as well as some 

A1 and 100LL available (in some cases this Whilst we will make our best efforts to ensure fuel availability, there may be circumstances outside of our control, which mean fuel not being We will find a solution, but it may take a little time and involve an increased 

act (VHF 123.47) at all The fastest aircraft will, 

ill note location and remain above as long as fuel permits – also passing all information to local SAR by airborne means. Assuming a successful landing, (obligatory in every aircraft, lied by us at no charge), aircraft systems or handheld VHF (also an obligatory item). 

across all the aircraft).  To achieve this, we reserve the right to place a passenger in your aircraft.  Dependant on your aircraft limits, this could result in your personal luggage travelling in another aircraft (to free up a ft so that they can carry a passenger. They are with us to e seen in a negative light.  and don’t smell. 
can explain exactly how it works. 
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  Base Information 
  Our role: 
  We organise all the permissions (aircrafairspace clearances, flight plans, landing (up to 2T GTOW) and overnight fees, requirements (visas), police and but normally not. 
 All fees and charges for these items in Africa are covered by the Stellenbosch (FASH). Aviation cthe itinerary are not covered. Whilst we will organise AVGAS, 
 We provide maps, IFR charts andAfrica. 
 You will receive a flight-pack with all information (GPS coordinates, flight profile data, airfield information, addresses, phone numbers etc.).
 Full Tripfixx tracker and in-flight way messenger (SMS and email) for the duration of the safari.(approximately $0.15/message are not included).
 There will be a Rally leadercontact for any questions at any time.    Accommodation and food 
  The prices apply to accommodation in twin(or indeed have any other requests/requirements) please contact us.
 All nights are included in the safari price, incCape Town.   
 Breakfast and supper (but not lunches) are meals are not included.   
 We will stay in good hotels and in some exceptional hotels.  lower standard. 
 Activities mentioned in this itinerary are included in the price (unless specified as “optional”). 
 Tips for guides, hotels, restaurants and transport staff Should the programme change for whatever reason, additional charges may apply. Miscellaneous 
  We will provide transport to/from every  Technical issues? We will help you to solve bigger aircraft repairs and maintenance may be possible at the overnight fields, but it is preferable to have the aircraft checked completely befobefore departure. Maintenance cost
 US dollars in cash are the addition to your planned expenditure.northern Africa). 
 You will find ATMs in most of southern Africa.
 With the exception of South Africa,exist, their stock is limited to the most basic items.  
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all the permissions (aircraft and people) for all countries: flight plans, landing (up to 2T GTOW) and overnight fees, olice and customs. Non-EU passport holders may incur an additional cost, 
All fees and charges for these items in Africa are covered by the safari price with the eAviation costs in Europe are not covered.  Additional costs due changes to the itinerary are not covered.  AVGAS, the purchase of fuel is not included. We provide maps, IFR charts and airfield data for every country and planned airfield foreseen in 

pack with all information (GPS coordinates, flight profile data, airfield information, addresses, phone numbers etc.). flight weather support. You will receive a satellite beacon/tracker/2way messenger (SMS and email) for the duration of the safari. The transmission costs (approximately $0.15/message are not included). leader from Prepare2go throughout. He, and his Team, arecontact for any questions at any time. There will be daily flight briefings. 

The prices apply to accommodation in twin-bed rooms. If you prefer single room accommodation requests/requirements) please contact us. All nights are included in the safari price, including the first night in Europe and the last night in 
(but not lunches) are included throughout the safari.

and in some exceptional hotels.  Hotels at some locations may be of a 
Activities mentioned in this itinerary are included in the price (unless specified as “optional”). s, restaurants and transport staff are not included. Should the programme change for whatever reason, additional charges may apply.

We will provide transport to/from every airfield/hotel.   We will help you to solve bigger problems with local workshops. aircraft repairs and maintenance may be possible at the overnight fields, but it is preferable to have the aircraft checked completely before the trip and any causes for concern attend. Maintenance costs are not included in the Rally registration.US dollars in cash are the best form of payment for fuel. You should have good reserves in addition to your planned expenditure. Euros are also popular hard currency (par
You will find ATMs in most of southern Africa. h the exception of South Africa, supermarkets, as we know them in Europetheir stock is limited to the most basic items. 
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t and people) for all countries: flight-permissions, light plans, landing (up to 2T GTOW) and overnight fees, immigration EU passport holders may incur an additional cost, 
price with the exception of osts in Europe are not covered.  Additional costs due changes to 

airfield data for every country and planned airfield foreseen in 
pack with all information (GPS coordinates, flight profile data, airfield 

. You will receive a satellite beacon/tracker/2-The transmission costs 
and his Team, are your point of 

bed rooms. If you prefer single room accommodation 
luding the first night in Europe and the last night in 
included throughout the safari. Drinks and other 

Hotels at some locations may be of a 
Activities mentioned in this itinerary are included in the price (unless specified as “optional”).  
Should the programme change for whatever reason, additional charges may apply. 

problems with local workshops. Limited aircraft repairs and maintenance may be possible at the overnight fields, but it is preferable to and any causes for concern attended to registration. You should have good reserves in Euros are also popular hard currency (particularly in 

as we know them in Europe, do not really 
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  Your role 
 Insurance 
  Every aircraft must have full civil responsibility insurance with specific coverage for alcountries to be crossed. This should be generic in nature with regard to routings and dates (just a list of countries, and blanket cover of 6 weeks minimum
 Every participant must have travel insurance with a repatriation service in case of accident or illness – the insurance company must have been informed about the full nature of the  Minimum Pilot requirements 
  300 logged hours. 
 An international ICAO licence, appropriate to the aircraft to be flown.
 Experience in the type of aircraft to be used (if not with the actual aircraft).
 You should have some long navigation experience to new, unfamiliar, aerodromes. Language skills: the pilot must be capable of
 All legally required paperwork, documents, certificates and licences (originals). Minimum equipment requirements
  Aircraft requires a zero wind range of 250nm
 Aviation GPS, with current Africa database
 All legally required paperwork, documents, certifinternational passport valid at least until 6 months after the end of the trip, with at least 8 free pages and no stamp or visa from Israeli aut
 For people in possession of a nonrules apply to your case. 
 8 Passport-size pictures 
 Dinner jacket “black tie”  Small fuel pump (hand or electric)
 5L of water 
 Cereal bars, nuts and dried fruits 
 One handheld VHF airband transceiver
 One sleeping bag per person, for emergency use only (not required normally)
 One first aid kit 
 One handheld GPS (does not need to be aviation style)
 Covers 
 One yellow hi-visibility vest per person
 One manually-operated, gas Mini toolkit 
 Sufficient oils etc. for 50 flying hours ( Additional for the crossing of the Mediterranean
  Immersion suits (recommended, but not obligatory)
 Life raft (recommended, but not obligatory) Note 
 If you don’t wish to buy some of the above equipment, then it can of course be rented for the duration of the Safari. OR if your aircraft does not satisfy Additional refuel points can be arranged for any of the flight legs (possibly at additional cost). 
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aircraft must have full civil responsibility insurance with specific coverage for alThis should be generic in nature with regard to routings and dates (blanket cover of 6 weeks minimum). ry participant must have travel insurance with a repatriation service in case of accident or the insurance company must have been informed about the full nature of the 

licence, appropriate to the aircraft to be flown. Experience in the type of aircraft to be used (if not with the actual aircraft). You should have some long navigation experience to new, unfamiliar, aerodromes.Language skills: the pilot must be capable of communicating with ATC in English.All legally required paperwork, documents, certificates and licences (originals).
Minimum equipment requirements 

equires a zero wind range of 250nm, with additional 30 minute reservet Africa database All legally required paperwork, documents, certificates and licences (originals) including an international passport valid at least until 6 months after the end of the trip, with at least 8 free pages and no stamp or visa from Israeli authorities. For people in possession of a non-EU passport, please contact us to check which immigration 

uel pump (hand or electric) 
fruits – an assortment of snacks for the longer flying daysirband transceiver One sleeping bag per person, for emergency use only (not required normally)

andheld GPS (does not need to be aviation style) 
isibility vest per person operated, gas-inflating, life vest per person 

Sufficient oils etc. for 50 flying hours (aviation oil only available in Nairobi and Cape Town
Additional for the crossing of the Mediterranean 

Immersion suits (recommended, but not obligatory) 
Life raft (recommended, but not obligatory) 

If you don’t wish to buy some of the above equipment, then it can of course be rented for the if your aircraft does not satisfy the range requirements, please contact us.  Additional refuel points can be arranged for any of the flight legs (possibly at additional cost).
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aircraft must have full civil responsibility insurance with specific coverage for all the This should be generic in nature with regard to routings and dates (e.g. 
ry participant must have travel insurance with a repatriation service in case of accident or the insurance company must have been informed about the full nature of the safari. 

 You should have some long navigation experience to new, unfamiliar, aerodromes. communicating with ATC in English. All legally required paperwork, documents, certificates and licences (originals). 

h additional 30 minute reserve 
icates and licences (originals) including an international passport valid at least until 6 months after the end of the trip, with at least 8 free 

EU passport, please contact us to check which immigration 

an assortment of snacks for the longer flying days 
One sleeping bag per person, for emergency use only (not required normally) 

aviation oil only available in Nairobi and Cape Town) 

If you don’t wish to buy some of the above equipment, then it can of course be rented for the the range requirements, please contact us.  Additional refuel points can be arranged for any of the flight legs (possibly at additional cost). 


